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DETAIL CALCULATIONS OF- THE -ESTIMATED SHIFT IN
STICK-FIXED NEUTRAL POINT DUE TO THE
V' ^INDMILLING• PROPELLER AND TO THE
FUSELAGE OF' THE -REPUBLIC XF-12 AIRPLANE
By M. D. li%,hi'te
SUMMARY
Detail calculations are presented of the shifts in
stick-fixed neutral point of the Republic XF-12 airplane
due to the w1ndmilling prot)ellers and to the fuselage.
The results of . these calculations differ somewhat from
those previously made for this airplane by Republic
Aviation Corporation personnel under the direction of
Langley flight division personnel::,.ii Due to. these differ
ences the neutral point,for the,airplane_is predicted to'
be	 -8 percent	 mean aerrodynamic chord.,.i,nstead of
40. percent mean aerodynamic chord as 'previously reported.
INTRODUCTION
At the request of the Army Air Forces, Air Technical
Service Command, the following report has been 'Prepared
describing in detail the methods used in estimating. the
shift in stick-fixed neutral point due to the windmilling
propeller and to the fuselage. '"Fiecause the . original cal-
culations, which were made by Republic Aviation Corporation
personnel under the direction of Langley flight division
personnel, were in the possession of the Republic company
it was necessary in preparing the report to repeat the
calculations. These check: calculations indicate several
discrepancies in the _o,riginal calculations which are
noted in this report.
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE
General procedure.- The proc,edu re used in calculating
the neutral point of an airplane is to calculate the
shift in neutral point due to each component and then to
determine the center-of-gravity position at which the
resultant of all the shifts in neutral point is equal to
zero. Application of this procedure to the XF='12 air-
plane.is ,illustrated in figure 2 where the shift in
neutral point due to each of the components considered
is plotted against center-of-gravity,position.
In a procedure equivalent to determining the center-
of-gravity position at which the resultant'of the neutral
point shifts is zero, the negative of the resultant of
all the values of forward neutral-point shift is plotted
against center-of-gravity position (curve 1, fig.-2),
and the neutral point is established as the center-of-
gravity position at.,which this curve intersects the result-
ant of all the values of rearward neutral-point shift,
which in this case is the shift due to the horizontal
tail (curve 5) .
'-.
It will be noted that ,-the present oalculati .-ons indi-
cate the neutral point to be at 37.8 percent mean aero-
dynamic chord iinstead of 40.8 percent mean aerodynamic
chord as noted Ti reference. l: The sources of the
. , erroneous values Jgive' n. i_i reference .l .are indicated in'.,
the following sections describing the detailed calcula-
tions of the shifts in neutral point due to the propeller
and the fuselage and nacelles. a
Propeller moments.- The neutral point shift due to
the normal force on the windmilling propellers is given
by the expression
	
( l	 2 (dCP
prop
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Anp	
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where
de	
rate of change of upwash with angle of attack(da)prop
	at thero eller lanep p	
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L o	horizontal distance from the center of gravity'
to-the propeller plane, feet
D	 propeller diameter, feet-.
dC N 
	 ^	 .
rate of change of propel-ler.no.rmal force with
d* _prop	 angle of attack of thrust 'axi s , per radian
^Cy' in-reference 2
,^J
The,application of this °expression to the XF-12 airplane
is illustrated in table I, , using a,value of L 	 corre-
sponding to a center-of-gravity location of 40.8 percent
mean aerodynamic chord,' and in-figure 2 the variation of
this neutral-point 'shift' with center-of-gravity positi:an
is indicated ( curve
The additional shift in neutral point due to the
downwash from the windmilling'propellers is assumed to,
be given by the approximate expression
dam?	 1 d
_	
d*) p rop
	
(Ta-/)
AnE p - -Anhor. tail	 p	 'p ro k' 	.
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This expression is derived by calculating the doWn-
wash in the slipstream from momentum considerations, and
reducing the value by. an empirical coefficient to take
into account the effects of the wing, .'fuselage, and
-other factors. on the propeller downwash.
• Inserting the values corresponding.to a center-of-
gravity position of 40.8 percent mean aerodynamic chord
Ane = -0. 28 
(0. 3)(1 5) 
_ -0.094p	 4(0.66)
This value differs by 0.032 ,from the shift of 0.062
quoted in reference 1. It is difficult at thistime to
determine the source of the discrepancy due to the fact
that the original calculations are in the possession of
the Republic company. It appears, however, from the
magnitude of the discrepancy that the factor
NACA CMR No. i4j16
	1 -	 was omitted in the original•,calculations.
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The (corrected; variation of '-the neutral point shift due
to propeller downwash with center-of-gravity-position is
indicated as curve 2, figure 2.
Fuselage" and nacelle moments.- The shift in stick-
fixed neutral point due to a fuselage , or nacelle is given
by the expression
1 (d TM
_ C^-^ bAnb -
	 dCS c _a
where
q	 dynamic pressure, pounds per square•foot
S	 wing area, square feet
c	 mean aerodynamic chord, feet
dCL
wing lift,=curve slope, per- radian---da
rate of change .-of„:pitching moment of fuselage or
	
b	 nacelle, per radian
From reference 2 1,
	
is given by the expression
q \ b
1 dPd _ ^r fb2 jdR dx
q da b 2	 da
whe re
b	 fuselage, or nacelle width, feet
dp
da	 rate-of changg.. of air flow inclination from airplaneaxi *s''with angle of -attach
Vo . L4 Jl6
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Lculations.
.-ii f t due
osition is
in stick-
le is given
iselage or
•e ssion
X,	 distance along X-axis of fuselage or nacelle, feet
The integral is.taken along the entire length of
the fuselage or nacelle. Ahead of the wing, values
of da are given by the curves of figure 8, reference 1.
Behind the wing,the value of da is assumed to varylinearly with distance from a .value of zero at .the wing
trailing edge to a ,value 'of 1 - a—a 'at the mean IT-chord
point of the horizontal tail. Between the wing leading
edge and trailing edge the value of da is assumed to
be zero.
The evaluation of the. integral, /b 2 	 dx, is
accomplished by dividing the fuselage and nacelles.into
sections,	 eas indicated in figur 1, and calculating the
value
.
, b2 /aa) fix, for each section, using an average
integrated \\value of d for the section directly ahead
of the wing (section I in figure 1) and using average
values of.'da for.the other sections. The resultant
value of
	 b2 d^ 'dx is then obtained ,by 1..s,umming up , the
values for all the sections. Using thi's^-procedure
detailed calculations for the XF-12 .airplane are indicated
in tables II and III.	 -
Table. IV- gives detailed calculations of the effect
of the nacelles on the wing which, according to page 12
of reference 2,- is given by the expression
1dM
^da
_
	 IT
bL.E. } 2b
_	 2
3bT.E.
	
c
q 16 middle
where
bL.E, nacelle width at wing leading edge
rom airplane	 bmiddle nacelle width at mid-chord station
bT.E. nacelle width at wing trailing edge
6	 NACA CMR No. L4J16
c	 wing chord at nacelle position
Combining all the values of q ldQ^/ as shown at-the
end of table IV, a shift in neutral point of 0.093 is
indicated, mhich differs slightly from the value of 0.087
plotted in figure 2 of reference 1; it appears from the
magnitude . of this difference that the effect of the
nacelles on'the wing, calculated in table IV, was neg-
lected.
CONCLUSIONS
Check calculations of the shift in stick-fixed
neutral point due, to the fuselage and-to the windmilling
propellers of the Republic XF-12 airplane, have indicated
several errors in the original calculations. The check
calculations indicate the predicted stick-fixed neutral
point to be at 37.8 percent mean aerodynamic chord
instead of 40.8 mean aerodynamic chord as'previously
reported.
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TABLE I.- DETAILED CALCULATIONS OF THE SHIFT IN
STICK-FIXED NEUTRAL POINT DUE:TO THE NORMAL
FORCE ON THE WINDMILLING PROPELLERS
Inboard Outboard
propeller . propeller
1. c3 ,	 ft	 ('f -g.. ' 1) 15.35 12.8
2. l l ,	 ft (fig. 1) 9.6 10.0
3, 1 1/c3 .625. .781
4. 1 + (d
__
Vr(fig. 8, reference 2) 1.35 .1.30
pop .
5. Zp ,	 ft (fig. 1) 15.95 15.05
6.,D, propeller diameter, ft 16.16 16.16
7. D` 261. 261
8.
(dCNM)
( fig.
	
13, reference 3) .43 .43
prop
9. zT x (4) . 	 x (5) x (7)	 x (8) 1900 1722
-2 rl + '
do
dal	
x by x	 x D2
 x ^d*a)	 \pr op] pr op
An  =
dC'
S x C x dQ
2(1900 + 1722)
164o x 13.43 x 4.81
_ - 0.068
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TABLE III.- DETAILED CALCULATIONS OF THE SHIFT IN
STICK-FIXED NEUTRAL POINT DUE TO THE -NACELLES
Inboard nacelle Outboard nacelle
Section
XIII XIV XV XVI
1. c3 ,	 ft ( fig.	 1) 15.35 15 . 35 12.8 , 12.8
2. xo ,' xl ,	 ft (fig.	 1) 8.14- 9.44 8•^4 9.74
3. xo/c3 , xl/c3 -53 •615 .66 .76
. (dp/da)a c 4.5
	
(fig-. '8,
reference 2) 2.28 -1.27 2.06 1.22
. (gip/da)a = 4: 81 2.44 1.36 2.20 1.30
6. b,	 ft ( fig.	 1) 5.1 1.9 5.1 1.9
,7. b2 •26.o1 3.61 26.ol 3.6i
S. fir.,	 ft ( fig.	 1) 8.14 2.74 8 .^4 2.74
P	 • (5)	 x (7)	 x (8) 516.6 13.5 483.0 12.9
516.6+ 13.5 +'483.0+ 12.9 = 1026.o
2 x 2 x 1026 im 3 220
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TABLE TV.- DETAILED CALCULATIONS OF THE SHIFT IN STICK-FIXED
NEUTRAL POINT DUE, TO THE EFFECT OF THE NACELLES 011 THE WING
Inboard nacelle Outboard nacelle
1. b	 ft 5.33 5.23
2. middle' ft 4.76 4-70
3- 2bmiddle 9.52 9-40'
4•	 b T.E.1	 ft , 3.26 3-50
5. 3b T. E. 9.78 10.50
6.	 ( 1 )	 +	 (3)	 (5)
.
' 5,07 4.13
c3,	 ft 15.35 12,5
8.	 c3 2 235.7 156.2
9.	 (6)	 x (8) 1193 646
1193 + 646 1839
x 76 x 1839 = 721
1 dil	
5o67 + 829 + 3220 + 721 9837q datotal
Anb
	
9837
	 0.093
1640 x 13 .43 x 4. 81
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